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Abstra t
Considering what the world would be like if ba kwards

ausation

were possible is usually mind-bending. Here we dis uss something that
is easier to study, a model that in orporates a very restri ted sort of
ba kwards

ausation. Whereas it probably prohibits signalling to the

past, it allows nonlo ality while being fully
what

ovariant.

And that is

onstitutes its value: it may be a step towards a fully

ovariant

version of Bohmian me hani s.

In this paper I will introdu e to you a dynami al system|a law of motion
for point parti les|that has been invented [4℄ as a toy model in Bohmian
me hani s; for more about Bohmian me hani s, see Detlef Durr's ontribution to this volume. What makes it remarkable is that it has two arrows
of time, and that pre isely its having two arrows of time is what allows it
to perform what it was designed for: to have e e ts travel faster than light
from their auses (in short,
) without breaking Lorentz invarian e.
Why should anyone desire su h a behavior of a dynami al system? Be ause
Bell's nonlo ality theorem [1℄ tea hes us that any dynami al system violating
Bell's inequality must be nonlo al in this sense. And Bell's inequality, after
all, is violated in Nature.
Well, it is easy to ome up with a nonlo al theory if one assumes that one
of the Lorentz frames is preferred to the others: simply assume a me hanism
of ause and e e t (a sort of intera tion in the widest sense) that operates
in the preferred frame. That is what nonrelativisti theories
usually do. In other frames, these nonlo al e e ts will either travel at a
nonlo ality

instantaneously
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superluminal (> ) but nite velo ity or pre ede their auses by a short time
span. This doesn't mean that ausal loops ould arise sin e in the preferred
frame e e ts never pre ede auses; but the entire notion of a preferred frame
is, of ourse, against the spirit of relativity. Without a preferred frame, to
nd a nonlo al law of motion is tri ky, and mu h agonizing has been spent
on this. About one way to a hieve this you will learn below.
Let's ome ba k rst to the two arrows of time. They are opposite arrows,
in fa t. But unlike the arrows onsidered in Lawren e S hulman's ontribution to this volume, they are not both thermodynami al arrows. One of the
two is the thermodynami al arrow. Let's all it . It arises, as emphasized
rst by Ludwig Boltzmann and in this onferen e by S hulman, not from
whatever asymmetry in the mi ros opi laws of motion, but from boundary
onditions. That is, from the ondition that the initial state of the universe
be taken from a parti ular subset of phase spa e ( orresponding to, say, a
ertain low entropy ma rostate), while the nal state is not subje ted to any
su h onditions|ex ept in the s enarios studied by S hulman. The dynami al laws onsidered in dis ussions of the thermodynami arrow of time are
usually time reversal invariant. But not so ours! It expli itly breaks time
symmetry, and that is how another arrow of time omes in: an arrow of
mi ros opi time asymmetry, let's all it C . Su h an arrow must be assumed
before writing down the equation of motion (6). In addition, the equation
of motion is easier to solve in the dire tion C than in the other dire tion.
Doesn't it seem ugly and unnatural to introdu e a time asymmetry? Sure,
but we will see it buys us something: Lorentz invariant nonlo ality.
Remember that su h an arrow is simply absent in Newtonian me hani s
or time symmetri theories. So it is not surprising that the mi ros opi
arrow C is not the sour e of the ma ros opi time arrow , even more, the
dire tion of  is ompletely independent of the dire tion of C .  depends
on boundary onditions, and not on the details of the mi ros opi law of
motion. And in our ase,  will even be opposite to C . Sin e inhabitants
of a hypotheti al universe will regard the thermodynami al arrow as their
natural time arrow, related to ma ros opi ausation, to memory, and to
apparent free will, you should always think of  as pointing towards the
future, whereas C is pointing to what we all the past.
It's time to say what the equation of motion is. The equation is trying
to be as lose to Bohmian me hani s as possible, to be an immediate generalization, and to have Bohmian me hani s as its nonrelativisti limit. To
remind you of how Bohmian me hani s works, you take the wave fun tion
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(whi h is supposed to solve S hrodinger's equation|without ever having to
ollapse), plug in the positions of all the parti les (here is where a notion of
simultaneity omes in), and from that you ompute the velo ity of any parti le by applying a ertain formula, Bohm's law of motion, whi h amounts
to dividing the probability urrent by the probability density. Now, for a
Lorentz-invariant version, we rst have to worry about the wave fun tion.
There are three respe ts in whi h the wave fun tion of nonrelativisti quantum me hani s (or Bohmian me hani s, for that matter) on i ts
with relativity: (a) the dispersion relation E = p2 =2m at the basis of the
S hrodinger equation is nonrelativisti , (b) the wave fun tion is a fun tion
of 3N position but only one time oordinate, ( ) the ollapse of the wave
fun tion is supposed instantaneous. Physi ists were very su essful at solving (a) by means of the Klein{Gordon or Dira equation, but it is a little
too early for enthusiasm sin e we still fa e (b) and ( ). We will worry about
( ) later, and fo us on (b) now. The obvious answer is to introdu e a wave
fun tion of 4N oordinates, that is one time oordinate for ea h parti le,
in other words is a fun tion on (spa e-time)N . You get ba k the nonrelativisti fun tion of 3N + 1 oordinates after pi king a frame and setting all
time oordinates equal. Multi-time wave fun tions were rst onsidered by
Dira
in 1932 [2℄, but what they didn't mention was that the N time
evolution equations
(1)
i~ t = Hi
i
needed for determining from initial data at t = 0 do not always possess
solutions. They are usually in onsistent. They are only onsistent if the
following ondition is satis ed:
[Hi; Hj ℄ = 0 for i 6= j :
(2)
This is easy to a hieve for non-intera ting parti les and tri ky in the presen e of intera tion. Indeed, to my knowledge it has never been attempted
to write down onsistent multi-time equations for many intera ting partiles, although this would seem an immediate and highly relevant problem
if one desires a a manifestly ovariant formulation of relativisti quantum
me hani s. We will here, however, stay on the easy side and simply onsider
a system of nonintera ting parti les. We take the multi-time equations to be
Dira equations in an external eld A ,


1    |{z}
   1 i x  eA (xi) = m
(3)
et al.

i

ith pla e
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where : (spa e-time)N ! (C 4 ) N , and e and m are harge and mass,
respe tively. The orresponding Hamiltonians ommute trivially sin e the
derivatives a t on di erent oordinates and the matri es on di erent indi es.
A Dira wave fun tion naturally de nes a tensor eld

J  :::N :=
   N ;
(4)
and a ording to the variant of Bohmian me hani s for Dira wave fun tions,
the velo ity of parti le i is, in the preferred frame,
1

1

Q_ i

i

/ J 0::::::0 (Q1 : : : QN )
(5)
where the proportionality
fa tor depends on the hoi e of parametrization

of the world line Qi (s) (and thus is physi ally irrelevant). The oordinates
taken for the other parti les are their positions
, Q0j = Q0i .
Instead of a Lorentz frame, one an take any foliation of spa e-time into
spa elike hypersurfa es for the purpose of de ning simultaneity-at-a-distan e
[3℄. The theory I'm about to des ribe, in ontrast, uses the hypersurfa es
naturally given by the Lorentzian stru ture on spa e-time: the light ones.
More pre isely: the future light ones|and that is how the time asymmetry
omes in.
at the same time

t

Q3
Q2

Q1
x

Figure 1: How to hoose the N spa e-time points where to evaluate the wave
fun tion, as des ribed in the text.
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So here are the steps: rst solve (3), so you know on (spa e-time)N .
Then, ompute the tensor eld J on (spa e-time)N a ording to (4). For
determining the velo ity of parti le i at spa e-time point Qi, nd the points
Qj where the other parti les ross the future light one of Qi , as depi ted
in gure 1. Plug these N spa e-time points
into the eld J and get a single
j
tensor. Find out what the 4-velo ities uj of the other parti les at Qj are. Use
these to ontra t all but one index of J . By de nition, the resulting ve tor is,
up to an irrelevant proportionality fa tor, the 4-velo ity we've been looking
for:
Y
ujj (Qj ) :
(6)
Q_ i i / J  :::N (Q1 : : : QN )
1

j 6=i

One an show [4℄ that this 4-velo ity is always timelike or null.
This law of motion is what an be alled an ordinary di erential equation
with advan ed arguments, be ause the velo ity depends on the positions
(and velo ities) of other parti les at future times, indeed with a
delay span Q0j Q0i . It may seem to ompli ate things onsiderably that
what happens here depends on the
rather than past behavior of the
other parti les, but that is an artifa t of perspe tive: look at the equation
of motion (6) in the other time dire tion, that is in the dire tion C , and
noti e it now has only
arguments. That is a more familiar sort of
di erential delay equation that gives rise to no logi al or ausal problems.
So this theory, although involving a me hanism of ba kwards ausation, is
provably paradox free, sin e no ausal loops an arise: rst solve the wave
equation for in the usual dire tion , then solve the equation of motion in
the opposite dire tion C .
Unfortunately, there is no obvious probability measure on the set of solutions to (6). This is di erent from the situation in Bohmian me hani s,
where the j j2 distribution is onserved, a fa t ru ial for the probability
predi tions of that theory. The la k of su h a measure for the model onsidered here makes it impossible to say whether or not this theory violates
Bell's inequality, whi h is a relation between probabilities. But this law of
motion takes what is perhaps the biggest hurdle on the way towards a fully
ovariant law of motion onserving the j j2 distribution, what Bell's theorem
says is a ne essary ondition: nonlo ality. I should add that in the nonrelativisti limit, the future light one approa hes the hyperplane t = onst:
and the law of motion approa hes the \hypersurfa e Bohm{Dira law" (5)
onserving j j2.
How does nonlo ality ome about in this model? That has to do with the
variable

future

retarded
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two arrows of time, pointing in opposite dire tions. Had we hosen them to
point in the same dire tion, the theory would have been lo al, be ause what
happens at Qi would only depend on (what we all) the past light one. But
in this model, we evaluate on the future light one of Qi , whi h means
has, in its multi-time evolution, gone through all the external elds at
spa elike separation from Qi. And that is how the velo ity at Qi may be
in uen ed by the eld imposed by an experimenter at spa elike separation
from Qi .
And what is the story then about problem ( ) above, the instantaneous
ollapse? The rst thing to say is that ollapse is not among the basi rules
of this model, or any Bohmian theory. That simply disposes of problem ( ).
But something more should be said, sin e the ollapse rule an be derived in
Bohmian me hani s: even if the wave fun tion of S hrodinger's at remains
forever a superposition,
(formed by the parti les, of ourse) is either
dead or alive, with probabilities determined by j j2, and the wave pa ket of
the dead at (i.e., the orresponding term in the superposition) is too far
away in on guration spa e to in uen e the motion of the live at. In the
model we are on erned with here, everything just said still applies, ex ept
the probabilities of ourse.
To this day, thinking about time, time's arrows, and relativity remains a
sour e of the unexpe ted.
I wish to thank Sheldon Goldstein for his omments on a
draft of this paper.
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